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Abstract 
Inter-area oscillation caused by weak interconnected lines or low generator inertia is a critical problem facing 
power systems. This study investigated the performance analysis of a multi-terminal high voltage direct cur-
rent (MTDC) on the damping of inter-area oscillations of a modified two-area four-machine network. Two case 
studies were considered, utilising scenario 1: a double alternating current (AC) circuit in linking Bus_10 and 
Bus_11; and scenario 2: a three-terminal line commutated converter high voltage direct current system in link-
ing Bus_6 and Bus_11 into Bus_9. It was found that scenario 2 utilising MTDC link with a robust controller 
provided quick support in minimising the network oscillations following a fault on the system. The MTDC con-
verter controllers’ setup offered sufficient support for the inertia of the AC system, thus providing efficient 
damping of the inter-area oscillation of the system. 
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1. Introduction 
The high increment in the installed capacity of syn-
chronous machines over the recent decade has 
compounded the inter-area oscillation stability 
problem[1-3]. Inter-area oscillations usually occur 
when a group of generators on one area swing 
against another group of generators on the other 
side, caused mainly by weakly interconnected tie-
lines between the group of generators [4]. A radially 
connected system that gets upgraded to form a 
complex and more advanced system with a very 
long transmission distance, resulting in lower gen-
erator inertias, has an increased inter-area oscilla-
tion problem [5]. A market-driven economy with 
high transmission system loading further shifts the 
power grid to its stability limits, to increase profits 
as well as to meet consumer demands, complicating 
the problem of small-signal stability [6, 7]. Power 
utilities are becoming aware of the crucial impact of 
small-signal stability performance of large inter-
connected power systems, as it contributes to the 
problems they frequently experience [6, 8]. Sie-
mens stated that most power systems had been 
faced with inadequately damped low-frequency 
range of 0.2-0.8 Hz inter-area oscillations because 
of increasing transmission network growth and un-
planned grid expansion [9].  
Damping of inter-area oscillations requires ex-
tra energy to be added or expanded into or from a 
perturbed system, leading to an instant reduction 
or increase of the system oscillation of multitermi-
nal direct current (MTDC) links. Based on the oper-
ating state of the system, the energy required to 
damp the system adequately depends on the cor-
rect phase shift settings relative to the instant sys-
tems’ condition, as incorrect phase angles can excite 
the power system further from the steady-state op-
erating point. It was found that, with a damping ra-
tio of -5%, a system would be able to adequately 
damp almost 32% of its initial oscillation amplitude 
in three oscillation periods. Each power system has 
a different operating point, and therefore requires a 
different acceptable level of damping energy to re-
duce the whole system-oscillations’ amplitudes 
during a fault. The smallest adequate level of damp-
ing is not known, as it depends on the system that 
considers their operating point, but a damping ratio 
that is negative causes the mode to become unsta-
ble [10-12]. 
Some researchers have addressed small signal 
stability problems relating to the generator fre-
quency response of the power grid during a system 
disturbance or the normal operating condition [5, 
13-19]. Elizondo et al. [13] provided a comprehen-
sive research survey on the inter-area oscillation 
damping control using high voltage direct current 
(HVDC) or MTDC system. The approach covered a 
range of converter control, with active direct cur-
rent (DC) power modulation in proportion to the 
change in the frequency of the two areas involve be-
ing an example. Li et al. [14] made use of a robust 
controller for a flexible alternating current (AC) 
transmission system devices to provide better com-
pensation to the AC system. Elizondo et al. [13] also 
emphasised the importance of data-capturing of an 
extensive power system using phasor measure-
ment units (PMUs) and wide-area monitoring sys-
tems to HVDC system monitoring and control. A 
mathematical approach of a single-machine infinite 
bus system and the power system stability was in-
troduced by Kundur [15] and further analysis made 
by Oni et al. [17], with the emphasis limited to a 
point-to-point HVDC. Azad et al. [16] used supple-
mentary predictive control in a line-commutated 
converter (LCC) HVDC link to enhance the small-
signal stability of the same Kundur [15] network. 
Idowu [18] implemented an algorithm that maxi-
mally generates a damping and inertia coefficient 
for a virtual synchronous machine to participate ef-
ficiently in the inertia response of frequency con-
trol. Eftekharnejad et al. [19] found that high pene-
tration of photovoltaic (PV) systems has a detri-
mental impact on small-signal stability of the power 
system, because of reduced system inertia. There-
fore, Wandhare and Agarwal [20] proposed a new 
control scheme that enables a centralised PV-grid 
system to damp the low-frequency power swings 
on the local area network as an ancillary activity. 
The impact of system disturbance such as generator 
losses or load shedding on the system frequency 
was discussed in Zou (2018) [21], where the power 
system frequency regulation with consideration to 
the load-damping characteristic was analysed. Sa-
ghafi [22] presented a small integrated series com-
pensator in damping power oscillations in 
standalone micro-grids. Little attention was given 
to the small-signal analysis of two-area four-ma-
chine (TAFM) networks when interconnected with 
an LCC-MTDC link. The literature is mostly based on 
a point-to-point HVDC link as an inter-area power 
transfer link rather than on a comprehensive com-
parative analysis on MTDC operation during AC dis-
turbance [15, 17, 23].  
The present study, therefore, contributed to the 
performance and reduction analysis of inter-area 
oscillations of the modified Kundur TAFM networks 
by comparing the damping rate of the network os-
cillations when interconnected with an MTDC link, 
unlike the use of a double AC line. The study also 
evaluated the impact of modulating MTDC power 
flow on the AC network inter-area oscillation damp-
ing. A swing equation of incoherent two-area ma-
chines was firstly presented and analysed. Two op-
erational scenarios were considered, and a dynamic 
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simulation study was carried out on the system dur-
ing a small-signal perturbation on two of the se-
lected network elements to determine the damping 
amplitude of the generator oscillations when the 
MTDC model was connected on the network. 
2. Methodology 
A scenario was considered, covering a three-phase 
short circuit fault (TFSC) on the transmission line 
(L7_8) linking Bus_7 and Bus_8 with a fault clearing 
time tc=0.13s, as well as a 1.0s disturbance on the 
generator (Gen_4). Both faults occurred at 2.0s sim-
ulation time, i.e., a situation where both disturb-
ances occurred simultaneously in two different ar-
eas of the study system. These cases of system dis-
turbances were chosen to give the worst-case sce-
nario of power system operation, which also stipu-
lates a situation where the synchronous generator 
is delivering half its rated power following a TFSC 
fault. The same fault impedance and duration were 
also applied to the studied system when intercon-
nected with the MTDC link (during the second sce-
nario). This was to determine the performance of 
the MTDC transmission schemes on the small-sig-
nal stability of an electric power system. During this 
study, the following two scenarios were analysed: 
 
Scenario 1: This involved using double transmis-
sion lines to link Bus_10 and Bus_11 with each line 
rated at 350 MVA. 
 
Scenario 2: The MTDC (two rectifiers and one in-
verter) system was used as a replacement for the 
AC transmission line (i.e. single AC circuit with DC 
line). For the AC lines L7-8 (linking Bus_7 to Bus_8), 
and line L8-9 (linking Bus_8 to Bus_9), a 300 MW 
rated rectifier (Rect-1) delivering 200 MW power 
was connected at Bus_6. Also, a 1000 MW rated rec-
tifier (Rect-2) station was connected at Bus_11 to 
deliver 700 MW power in replacement of the trans-
mission line L10-11b (linking Bus_10 and Bus_11). 
2.1 Background theory  
The inertia swings of the synchronous machine are 
first analysed to give the damping coefficient re-
quired to suppress the power system oscillation 
maximally, thereby providing a sufficient torque in 
controlling the system frequency. Figure 1 shows a 
simple schematic two-area network comprising 
two incoherent machines with generator inertias of 
H1 and H2, while δ1 and δ2 represent the respective 
Area-1 (A1) and Area-2 (A2) rotor angle oscillating 
at two different frequency and amplitude.  
Equations 1 and 2 give the swing for each of the 
machines. When they are subtracted from each 
other, they give Equations 3 and 4 when divided by 
the coefficients of inertia just before the second de-
rivative. Simplifying Equation 4 gives Equation 5. 
Figure 1: Simple two machine two-area network, 
where E, P, H, and δ = generator terminal 
voltage, generator active power, generator 
inertia constant and generator rotor angle 
respectively; R, L, Z, and U = load resistance, 
load inductance, line impedance, and line 
voltage respectively; GA1 and GA2 = generators 
in areas 1 and 2 respectively. 
Avoiding the complexity of the swing equations 
for many coherent machines during stability analy-
sis of a large system requires the combination of all 
the swing equations to decrease the number of 
swing equations [21]. Adding the rotating inertia H 
for each generator unit gives the overall system 
equivalent rotating inertia.  
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where H is the generator inertia, δ is the rotor angle 
for the generator, Pm is the mechanical power, and 
Pe is the electrical power. The subscripts 1 and 2 
stand for areas 1 and 2 respectively.  
The respective equivalent inertia constant H12 
and the change in rotor angle δ12 between the two 
generators are further defined and given by Equa-
tions 6 and 7.  
𝐻12 =
𝐻1𝐻2
𝐻1+𝐻2
 (6) 
𝛿12 = 𝛿1 − 𝛿2 (7) 
The Pm12 and Pe12 given by Equations 8 and 9 are, 
respectively, the mechanical and electrical power 
between the two generators.  
𝑃𝑚12 =
𝑃𝑚1𝐻2−𝑃𝑚2𝐻1
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 (8) 
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𝑃𝑒12 =
𝑃𝑒1𝐻2−𝑃𝑒2𝐻1
𝐻1+𝐻2
 (9) 
After solving the second-order differential of 
Equation 5, the equivalent swing behaviour of the 
synchronous machine with the damping constant 
KD is given by Equation 10. Equation 11 gives the 
undamped natural frequency (ωn) in the system, 
while Equation 12 represents the damping coeffi-
cient ζ needed to suppress the oscillation ampli-
tude entirely.  
The overall system oscillation frequency and the 
inertia constant are inversely proportional, imply-
ing that a system with high inertia constant is im-
mune to a fault and vice versa. This shows that the 
system inertia constant is directly affected by the 
output generated power. Therefore, for a more sta-
ble operating point of a power system, it requires 
inertia constant >3.5 pu. 
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where ωn is the undamped natural frequency, ζ is 
the damping coefficient, KD is the damping constant, 
Pmax is the maximum active power generated, ω is 
the angular speed, and δ is the generator rotor angle. 
2.2 System model 
The system considered in this study is a modified 
version of Kundur’s TAFM network, as shown in 
Figure 2. The transmission line interconnecting 
Bus_10 to Bus_11 was modified from 25 km to an 80 
km, leading to high impedance on the AC transmis-
sion line. The double transmission circuits were 
then used to allow more power transfer and the in-
ter-area oscillations of the entire generator during 
a system disturbance were then analysed using a 
time-domain simulation. The dynamic simulation 
was carried out, and the generators’ power output, 
oscillation speed, field voltage, and inter-area 
power transfer were analysed. 
 
2.3 Synchronous generator model 
The synchronous machines used were modelled on 
power system computer-aided design (PSCAD) 
software using the Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers controller model for the auto-
matic voltage regulator (AVR) as well as the power 
system stabiliser (PSS), as shown in Figure 3. All 
generators were rated for a realistic inertial time 
constant and were connected via a 20/230 kV 900 
MVA transformer. The governor control of these 
machines was assumed constant during the investi-
gation period to get a holistic effect of the PSS, AVR 
and the DC controller impacts in minimising the 
fault on the entire network. Modelling details of 
these machine controllers are fully explained in 
Kundur et al. [15]. 
 
 
Figure 2: Kundur’s two-area four-machine system with three-terminal LCC-HVDC link, where L7_8, 
L7_8b = first and second tranmission line between bus 7 and 8 respectively; Tap_Rect-1, Tap_Rect-
2, Tap_Inv = tap changers for rectifier station 1, rectifier station 2, and the inverter station 
respectively, SyncGen = sychrnonous generator; Id-Rect-1, Id-Rect-2, Id-Inv = direct current for rectifier 
station 1, rectifier station 2, and the inverter station respectively. 
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Figure 3: Power system stabiliser with automotive voltage regulator, where KSTAB = stabilising gain, 
T1 = first lead time constant, T2 = first lag time constant, TW = washout time constant, KA = regulator 
integral gain, TR = transducer time constant, Δωr = change in angular speed, Efd = exciter output 
voltage, EFmin, EFmax = minimum and maximum regulator outputs, Vref = reference voltage regulator, 
Vs = combined power system stabiliser and possibly discontinuous control output after any limits or 
switching, and Et = terminal voltage of transducer and load compensation elements. 
2.4 Load model 
The loads were modelled to have a constant current 
and constant impedance characteristics for its ac-
tive and reactive power components respectively. 
Equation 13 gives the load flow and dynamic calcu-
lation of the loads. 
𝑃 + 𝑗𝑄 = {𝑃0 (
𝑈
𝑈0
)
𝑘𝑝
(1 + 𝑘𝑃𝑓 . 𝑑𝐹)} +
{𝑄0 (
𝑈
𝑈0
)
𝑘𝑝
(1 + 𝑘𝑄𝑓.𝑑𝐹)} (13) 
where Q is the equivalent reactive power, P is the 
real power, Po is the rated real power/phase, Qo is 
the rated reactive power (+inductive) per phase, U 
is the load root mean square (RMS) voltage and Uo 
is the rated line-to-earth RMS voltage; dP/dV and 
dP/dF are the voltage index and frequency index for 
real power respectively, while dQ/dV and dQ/dF are 
the voltage index and frequency index for the reac-
tive power respectively. 
2.5 Multiterminal direct current model 
The multiterminal direct current (MTDC) network 
used is a three-terminal (two rectifiers and one in-
verter station) as shown in Figure 2, with parame-
ters given in the supplementary information file.1 
Equations 14 and 15 give the model voltage of the 
three-terminal system.  
𝑉𝑑𝑅 =
3√2𝛼𝑅𝑉𝑡𝑅 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛾𝑅−3𝑋𝐶𝐼𝐷
𝜋
 (14) 
𝑉𝑑𝐼 =
3√2𝛼𝐼𝑉𝑡𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛾𝐼−3𝑋𝐶𝐼𝐷
𝜋
 (15) 
where VdR and VdI are the rectifier and inverter di-
rect current voltage, αR and αI are the rectifier and 
inverter firing angle, VtR and VtI are the rectifier and 
inverter alternating current terminal voltage, γR 
and γI are the rectifier and inverter extinction angle, 
XC is the commutation reactance, and ID is the direct 
current voltage. 
Rectifier station one (Rect-1) and rectifier sta-
tion two (Rect-2) transmit power from Bus_6 and 
Bus_11 respectively to the inverter station (Bus_9), 
replacing some transmission lines (L7_8b, L8_9b, 
L10_11b) in the network. Fault susceptibility of the 
MTDC system depends solely on its overall con-
verter controller coordination; therefore, each con-
verter controller was pre-set and corrected to suit 
the study case scenarios. The current controller in 
Figure 4 outputs the firing angle order after calcu-
lating the difference among the filtered direct cur-
rent (Idc) measured and the reference current order 
(Iorder), and the current error is fed into a propor-
tional and integral (PI) controller.  
The rectifiers operate as a current controller, 
while the inverter, because of the minimum value 
selector, uses the gamma controller. The extinction 
angle (γ) (or voltage) controller in Figure 5 sets and 
regulates the voltage level of the converter. It also 
maintains the voltage polarity across the inverter 
link until the next commutation process.  
The firing angle (α) order comes from the PI reg-
ulator that takes the difference between the com-
mutation margin γ (delay between the valve extinc-
tion and the voltage of the valve just before turning 
positive) and the pre-set value of the extinction an-
gle (γo). During a situation where the difference (γ 
- γo) is larger than necessary, the PI controller stops 
at the α-max, or the firing angle is reduced until γ 
equals the set value. However, during a fault, the in-
verter has the capability of mode shifting from volt-
age control to current control. The power controller 
coordinates and oversees the converter actions of 
the entire DC link. It takes a variable power order, 
which when divided with the system voltage gives  
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Figure 4: Rectifier current controller, where Idcfilt. = filtered current, Vdcfilt.= filtered voltage, *const. = 
constant, VDCOL = voltage-dependent current order limiter, Pi = constant (3.142), PI = proportional 
and integral controller, Iord = current order, Idc and Vdc = direct current voltage and current, αorder = 
firing angle order. 
 
Figure 5: Inverter voltage controller, where Idcfilt. = filtered current , Vdcfilt.= filtered voltage, *const. = 
constant, VDCOL = voltage-dependent current order limiter, Pi = constant (3.142), PI = proportional 
and integral controller, Iord = current order, Idc and Vdc = direct current voltage and current, γorder = 
firing angle order, CEC = current error, γmeas, γo, and γmax = measured, initial, and maximum 
extinction angles respectively. 
the current order signals for the inverter. The mas-
ter controller shown in Figure 6 helps to balance the 
power and current order of the entire converter by 
ensuring that DC current summation across all con-
verters equals zero (∑Idc=0). This controller uses 
measured DC voltage at each converter station with 
a pre-set power order to generate the current order 
for each of the converter systems.  
It also compensates for DC line losses and power 
order compensation by using weighting factors kq 
and kp respectively. Sharing of excess power order 
value to avoid overloading any of the substations is 
done using the kq to fulfil ∑Kq=1. Each of the con-
verter stations was also equipped with the voltage-
dependent current order limiter (VDCOL) control-
ler, which serves as a corrective measure in aiding 
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Figure 6: Overall current controller for the multiterminal direct current system, where P1, P2, and P3 = 
power setpoint for each converter station, VdcRect = rectifier direct voltage, I1, I2, and I3 = calculated 
current from each converter station, I1max, I2max, and I3max = maximum setpoint for each converter 
station current, and I_ord_Rect-1, I_ord_Rect-2, and I_ord_Inv = rectifier 1, rectifier 2, and inverter 
current order respectively. 
Figure 7: Synchronous generator active power during the first scenario, where Gen1, Gen2, Gen3, 
and Gen4 = synchronous generators 1 to 4. 
 
the reduction of the current (Idc) that in turn re-
duces the power (Pdc) transfer across the link dur-
ing system perturbation. The VDCOL controller re-
duces the occurrence of commutation failure, espe-
cially at the inverter station [24]. 
3. Results and discussion 
The results following a dynamic analysis on 
PSCAD/EMTDC simulation software include the 
generator active power, oscillation speed and the 
generator field voltage. Both scenarios maintained 
a stable operating state after systems disturbance 
with positive damping coefficient although with dif-
ferent amplitudes and waveform distortion. 
3.1 First scenario 
The generators’ active power in Figure 7 shows the 
synchronous generator 2’s (Gen_2’s) lowest dip of 
200 MW during a fault, followed by Gen_1 attribut-
able to the close distance to the transmission line 
fault.  
Gen_4 had the worst post-fault condition, with 
active power output reaching 1073 MW. Nearly 
1.53 pu of its steady-state value following a drop in 
active power generated from Gen_3 because of a 
prolonged generator disturbance reaching 3s simu-
lation time on Gen_4. The Gen_3 also followed the 
same pattern as Gen_4, being similar to each other 
in A2. The two generators swung together against 
Gen_1 and Gen_2 in A1, as in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8: Generator speed during the first scenario, where Gen1, Gen2, Gen3,  
and Gen4 = synchronous generators1 to 4. 
 
Figure 9: Generator field voltage during the first scenario, where Gen1, Gen2, Gen3,  
and Gen4 = synchronous generators 1 to 4. 
 
The highest oscillatory modes were recorded in 
Gen_3 and Gen_4 subplot, increasing up to 1.013 pu 
because of the accelerating power of the machine in 
matching up the expected load demand in A2. The 
system maintained a stable operating condition, 
however, with high oscillation frequency. The ma-
chine field voltage of Gen_1, Gen_2, and Gen_4 in 
Figure 9 recorded a continuous swing between the 
minimum and maximum field voltage of -4.53 pu 
and 5.64 pu, respectively, until 6.5s simulation time.  
The generators’ AVR and PSS controller had al-
ready yielded its damping torque in maintaining 
stable operating points, as seen in the field voltage, 
thus generating an insufficient damping coefficient 
to restore the system to its steady-state operating 
point quickly. A further increase in the fault clearing 
time (tc = 0.19s) would lead to the incapability of the 
generator controllers to fully restore the system to 
its system steady-state stability point. 
3.2 Second scenario 
The results were compared to those of the first sce-
nario to determine which of the interconnections 
performed better in reducing the inter-area oscilla-
tion. The active generator power in Figure 10 
showed a reduced power swing during a system 
disturbance. Gen_3 recorded the highest power am-
plitude of 905 MW after the fault because of contin-
uous generator fault on Gen_4, resulting in higher 
inertia in restoring the steady-state operating point 
of the entire system. This led to a lower generator 
swing for the post-fault condition as the MTDC link 
reduced the transfer of fault current from one gen-
erating station to another, unlike the first scenario  
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Figure 10: Synchronous generator active power during the second scenario,  
where Gen1, Gen2, Gen3, and Gen4 = Synchronous generator 1 to 4. 
Figure 11: Generator speed during the second scenario, where Gen1, Gen2, Gen3,  
and Gen4 = Synchronous generator 1 to 4. 
where the generator fault on Gen_4 caused a large 
reduction in power generated by Gen_3. After eight 
cycles of simulation time, sufficiently damped gen-
erator oscillations with low magnitudes were all 
recorded as all the oscillation amplitude were 
quickly damped from the enhancement gotten from 
the robust MTDC controller support. Also, the gen-
erators’ oscillations were fully damped at exactly 
12s simulation time. Figure 11 shows the genera-
tors’ frequency swings. Being an incoherent ma-
chine system with A1 having different inertia con-
stants to A2, the generators in A1 swings against 
those in A2. Gen_1 and Gen_2 in A1 recorded the 
highest oscillation value of 1.0075 pu. The genera-
tor field voltage, shown in Figure 12, reached the 
first maximum swing value of 5.64 pu at 2s. With 
the MTDC link in operation, this value recorded a 
slight reduction in the minimum and maximum 
swing compared to the AC lines operating scenario. 
After eight cycles of simulation time, sufficiently  
damped generator oscillations with low magni tudes 
were all recorded as all the oscillation amplitude 
were quickly damped from the enhancement gotten 
from the robust MTDC controller support. Also, the 
generators’ oscillations were fully damped at ex-
actly 12s simulation time. Figure 11 shows the gen-
erators’ frequency swings. Being an incoherent ma-
chine system with A1 having different inertia con-
stants to A2, the generators in A1 swing against 
those in A2.  
Gen_1 and Gen_2 in A1 recorded the highest os-
cillation value of 1.0075 pu. The generator field 
voltage in Figure 12 reached the first maximum 
swing value of 5.64 pu at 2s. With the MTDC link in 
operation, this value recorded a slight reduction in 
the minimum and maximum swing compared with 
the AC lines operating scenario. 
Figure 13 shows the active DC power across the 
three-terminal converters. The Rect-1 station (800 
MW converter connected to Gen_4 in replacement 
of line L10_11b) showed an increase in power 
transfer across the link between 2s and 4s simula- 
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tion time because of the large reduction in power 
generated by Gen_3 because of the system’s dis-
turbance.  
While Rect-1 (300 MW converter link connected 
in replacement of line L7_8b and L8_9b) recorded a 
zero power dip during the short circuit fault, it was 
not affected by the generator power swing. Also, a 
temporary overcurrent can be seen at the inverter’s 
current plot in Figure 14. This current overshoot is 
due to fault current contribution from all parallel 
converters (minimal in monopole point-to-point 
connection). 
However, this temporary spike is in an accepta-
ble limit as the thyristor valve for a multi-terminal 
system is rated to allow twice the rated valve current 
to keep it from being damaged. The DC voltage plot 
in Figure 15 shows converter voltage dipping down 
to 0.2 pu during the fault. This situation could fur-
ther lead to a reverse in the direction of power flow. 
However, with the converter current still at positive 
zero value, this caused a fixed zero power transfer 
across the link during the two short-circuit fault; 
thus, the reverse power flow into both rectifiers’ 
stations is thereby avoided with the help of the con-
verter control setup. 
The three-phase AC voltage plot shown in Figure 
16 recorded a minimal dip at 2.0s and transient dis-
tortion at 2.05s, but recorded no cases of commuta-
tion failure at the inverter station during and after 
the fault.
 
Figure 12: Generator field voltage during the second scenario, where Gen1, Gen2, Gen3,  
and Gen4 = synchronous generators 1 to 4. 
 
 
Figure 13: Converter power, where Rect-1, Rect-2, and Invtr = rectifier 1, rectifier 2,  
and inverter station respectively. 
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Figure 14: Converter current, where Rect-1, Rect-2, and Invtr = rectifier 1, rectifier 2,  
and inverter station respectively. 
Figure 15: Converter voltage, where Rect-1, Rect-2, and Invtr = rectifier 1, rectifier 2,  
and inverter station respectively . 
 
Figure 16: Inverter (alternating current) voltage. 
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Figure 17: Mode shift for rectifier 2 station, where Rect-2Iorder = rectifier 2 current order,  
VDCOL = voltage dependent current order limiter. 
Figure 18: Mode shift for the inverter extinction angle. 
Figure 19: Converter firing angle, where Rect-1, Rect-2, and Invtr = rectifier 1, rectifier 2,  
and inverter station respectively. 
The VDCOL plot during the fault condition is 
shown in Figure 17. It reduces the reference current 
in Rect-2 to allow minimum power flow across the 
link. Figure 18 shows that the inverter mode shifted 
from the current control setpoint to the voltage con-
trol point during the TFSC fault, thus maintaining a 
fixed voltage profile across all the converter sta-
tions during the fault. The converter-firing angle in 
Figure 19 recorded a sharp decrease at the inverter 
station because of the TFSC, while a transient in-
crease was noticed across all rectifiers’ valves. 
Following the fault, Bus_7, 8 and 9 were moni-
tored for the dynamic response of the voltage pro-
file. The bus voltages for both scenarios are pre-
sented in Figures 20 and 21, respectively. During 
the first scenario of HVAC lines, the dynamic re-
sponse showed that Bus_8 is the weakest in the net-
work because of its distance from both areas’ gen- 
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Figure 20: Bus voltage during the first scenario of high voltage alternating current lines. 
Figure 21: Bus voltage during the second scenario of the multi-terminal direct current link. 
Figure 22: Inter-area power transfer during both operating scenarios, where AC and DC are 
alternating current and direct current respectively.
erating plants, followed by Bus_7. This plot also 
showed that the increment in the transmission dis-
tance between Bus_10 and Bus_11 has no reducing 
effect on Bus_9 voltage profile compared with other 
buses in both scenarios. Figure 21 also shows that 
the second scenario (with MTDC link) generated 
fewer oscillations, with Bus_8 still having the worst 
post-fault oscillations. The system-voltage profile 
was improved during the second scenario as all the 
system’s steady conditions were stabilised after 
about four cycles. 
Inter-area power transfer between Bus_7 and 
Bus_9 shown in Figure 22 confirmed the very slow 
damping of the inter-area power oscillations for the 
initial scenario of having only AC transmission lines. 
The active power during this scenario had under- 
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gone a transient post-fault condition, thus contrib-
uting more to the oscillations before steady-state 
condition could be reached.  
Figure 22 shows that, for the same disturbance 
with the introduction of the MTDC link, the damp-
ing on the inter-area power oscillations increased 
as the amplitude of the inter-area power transfer 
across the areas recorded a significant positive 
damping rate, thereby providing more stable 
steady-state operating conditions. The active power 
transfer during this scenario corresponds to the 
power across the AC lines (L7_8 to L8_9) plus the 
DC power across Rect-1 station. It shows that the 
damping ratio generated a 37% reduction of the in-
itial value of the oscillation amplitude in the third 
oscillation period.  
Figure 23 shows the damping rate value rec-
orded across the inter-area busbar after the third 
oscillation for a different Pdc setpoint for Rect-2. 
Points a to b, with active power of 200–340 MW) 
showed a linear increase in the damping support 
from the MTDC link with the first scenario of double 
AC lines falling in between this operating point, 
providing approximately 34.7% damping after the 
third oscillation. Points b to c recorded a small in-
crease, while c to d recorded a significant increase 
in the damping support given by the MTDC link. 
Point e witnessed the damping saturation point 
where a further increase in the Pdc for Rect-2 
brought about a decrease in the damping support to 
the system oscillation amplitude due to excess ac-
tive power in the entire AC/DC system. 
4. Conclusions 
Two methods of power transmissions were carried 
out on a modified Kundur two-area four-machine 
system with regard to the impact of a fault on the 
AC-DC networks. Following the system fault on the 
test network, the poorest damped modes of the ac-
tive power and synchronous speed of the generator 
in each grid scenarios were observed during a time-
domain response. These all confirmed that the 
multi-terminal direct current (MTDC) systems im-
plemented in this study provide a better damping of 
the oscillation with reduced amplitudes compared 
with the first scenario with high voltage alternating 
current lines only. The results also showed that ex-
cess power transfer across the MTDC link has a det-
rimental impact on the AC network inter-area oscil-
lation. Therefore, a better control of the current or-
der (Iorder) added more inertia support to the syn-
chronous generators by providing sufficient con-
trollability to the system and finally leading to bet-
ter damping of the generator inter-area swings.  
 
Note 
1. A supplementary file contains tables with: 1) mul-
titerminal high voltage direct current data; 2) syn-
chronous machine data; and 3) transmission line 
data; as well as a nomenclature list. It is available from 
the JESA website at DOI: https:// dx.doi.org/ 
10.17159/2413-3051/2020/v31i1a7430. 
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Figure 23: Damping rate for different converter power value across Rectifier 2 station,  
where AC and DC = alternating and direct current. 
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